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Abstract: Melanoma is the deadliest type of skin cancer and which has a high ability of metastasis. Surgery is an effective
method to treat I or II stage melanoma patients. However, there are few treatment options for metastatic melanoma. Gene
therapy is one of the attractive options and is considered as the future direction for treating melanoma. This review
mainly discusses the properties and challenges of the various gene therapies in melanoma, especially the delivery
systems and gene targeting.

Introduction
Melanoma is the fatal form of skin tumor which develops from
melanocytes (Kee and Mcarthur, 2017). There was a total of
about 3.1 million melanoma patients and 59800 deaths in 2015
around the world (Badea, 2017; Menezes et al., 2018).
Melanomas are mostly populated with Caucasian people (Vos
et al., 2017). Among the world, there are the highest rates of
melanoma in Australia and New Zealand (Stewart and Wild,
2014). Northern Europe and North America also have quite
high rates, while there are comparably low rates in Asia and
Africa (Stewart and Wild, 2014; Vos et al., 2017). The growing
incidence rate of melanoma is also the fastest in UAS among
all cancers, which increased more than 60% in two decades
(Badea, 2017; Menezes et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2017).
Melanoma has a high ability of metastasis and develops
multiple drug resistance easily, which is the main reason for
the difﬁculty to be treated in the clinic (Badea, 2017). Current
treatment includes surgery, chemotherapy, radiation therapy,
immunotherapy, and molecular targeted therapy (Reghupaty
and Sarkar, 2019). Surgical resection is the preferred
treatment for patients in stages I or II (Menezes et al., 2018).
However, surgical techniques are rarely effective for
metastatic melanoma. Melanoma can metastasize lymph
nodes, lungs, liver, brain, and bones, which pose a high risk
for patients and are often fatal. Thus, novel treatment
strategies for melanoma are urgently needed to be developed.
DNA damage that causes mutations in skin cells is the main
reason that prompts proliferation and the formation of

malignant tumors. Gene therapies are considered to be a
radical treatment for melanoma (Schadendorf et al., 2018).
Gene therapy is the most attractive area in fundamental
research and clinical treatment studies. This mainly delivers
therapeutic genes into an individual’s cells to treat diseases.
For example, to silence the expression of the pathogenic
genes targeting RNA (gene knock-out), to add a protective
or beneﬁcial factor, or to modify a mutant gene.
Since 2016, FDA has approved 17 cellular and gene
therapies to be marketed. Most of the products belong to
ex vivo cancer gene therapies. Few belong to in vivo gene
therapies. For example, gene therapies such as Novartis’
Kymriah for Chimeric antigen receptor T cell therapy;
Spark Therapeutics’ Luxterna for RPE65 mutationinduced blindness; Axicabtagen ciloleucel for NonHodgkins lymphoma; Novartis’ Zolgensma for spinal
muscular atrophy; Alnylam’s Patisiran for polyneuropathy
of hereditary transthyretin-mediated (hATTR) amyloidosis
in adults (Reghupaty and Sarkar, 2019). There are about
two thousand clinical trials for cancer treatment that are
conducting based on the data from clinicaltrials.gov, and
more than seventy percent of the research is in phase I. In
the past thirty years, research of gene therapies mainly
focused on two core questions that needed to be solved.
The ﬁrst one is which delivery system should be chosen.
The second one is how to screen the target genes. In this
review, properties, challenges, and synopsis of the various
gene therapies are provided for the treatment of
melanoma, especially the delivery systems and gene targets.
Strategies of Gene Therapy
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Based on the gene transfer process, gene therapies are divided
into ex vivo gene therapy and in vivo gene therapy. In ex vivo
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TABLE 1
Data from clinicaltrials.gov as of 10.17.2019 showing representative clinical trials that use CAR-T cells to treat melanoma
Study Identiﬁer NCT03060356
(number)

NCT03893019

NCT01218867

NCT02830724

T cells modiﬁed with RNA Anti-GD2-CAR
anti -cMET CAR
engineered T cells

MB-CART20.1

Anti-VEGFR2 CAR
CD8 plus PBL

Anti-hCD70 CAR
transduced PBL

Study Status

Active, not recruiting

Completed

Recruiting

Completed

Recruiting

Delivery Route

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

Clinical Trial
Phase

Early Phase I

Phase I

Early Phase I

Phase II

Phase I/II

Country

USA

USA

German

USA

USA

Estimated
Enrollment

10

15

15

24

113

Research
Institute

University of Pennsylvania

National Cancer
Institute

University
Hospital of
Cologne

National Cancer
Institute

National Cancer
Institute

Biological Use

NCT02107963

gene therapies, cells from patients are cultured and modiﬁed in
the laboratory, which enhances their ability to kill tumor cells.
Then the cells are delivered back to the patient. Ex vivo gene is
also well known as cell immunity therapy. Chimeric Antigen
Receptor T (CAR-T) cells are the most representative cell
immunity therapy. In CAR-T treatment, the patient’s T-cells
are cultured in a laboratory and are modiﬁed by viruses that
code for genes that can produce different receptors. Then the
modiﬁed T-cells with the receptors can target tumor cells.
CAR-T therapies represent the most successful gene therapies
recently. More than ten CAR-T products have been approved
by the FDA since 2017, and all of them are used to treat
hematological disorders. Generally, CAR-T therapies are not
successful in the treatment of solid tumors, including
melanoma. It is difﬁcult for CAR-T cells to reach the tumor
microenvironment and kill cancer cells (Carlino and Long,
2016). There are very few trial data about CAR-T therapies
for melanoma, according to clinicaltrials.gov (Tab. 1).
In vivo gene therapy, therapeutic genes are needed to be
delivered into the body using a delivery vector. Here, more
than 80% percent of researches use viral vectors as the delivery
method. The most common administration methods are
intravenous for ex vivo gene therapies and intra-tumoral for in
vivo gene therapies (Duan and Lam, 2013; Reghupaty and
Sarkar, 2019). Melanoma is related to mutated or
downregulated genes, which function in regulating cell
pathways related to survival and death. These genes are usually
ideal for gene therapy targets. In recent decades, many gene
targets, such as CD20 and GD2, were proven to be effective in
melanoma gene therapies. In vivo gene therapy represents the
future directions of melanoma treatments. There are a total of
130 trial data about in vivo gene therapies for melanoma
(Schadendorf et al., 2018). The types of gene therapies and
some targets used in gene therapies are discussed below (Fig. 1).

dendritic cells, or T-cells. The targets or biological used in
CAR-T for melanoma are RNA transduced anti-cMET CAR
T cells, anti-GD2-CAR, and CD20 CAR transduced T cells.
MET is well-known to be a major oncogene of many
tumors. cMET receptor tyrosine kinase performs key roles
in cell proliferation, survival, motility, and angiogenesis.
Acquired cMET ampliﬁcations are the main resistance
mechanism to therapeutic drugs such as osimertinib (Collie
et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019). A phase I study would
evaluate the safety and efﬁcacy of CAR-T cells, which
express MET in patients with advanced melanoma
(NCT03060356).
GD2 is another well-known cancer antigen in
osteosarcomas and neuroblastoma, which is also highly

Ex vivo Gene Therapies
The targets of ex vivo gene therapies for melanoma include
introducing immune response modulators, modiﬁed

FIGURE 1. An overview of gene therapies in melanoma.
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expressed in melanoma. GD2 can express in normal tissues
but is restricted to skin melanocytes and sensory nerve
neurons. Anti-GD2 monoclonal antibodies are suitable for
the gene target therapy of melanoma (Yu et al., 2010). The
ﬁrst generation of T cells that express anti-GD2 CARs has
been proved to be safe, which are also effective for some
melanoma patients. The third generation has been tested to
be more effective than the ﬁrst generation. The safety of the
anti-GD2 CARs system is ensured by a caspase dimerization
domain in the vector, acting as a suicide switch. If the
vector induces toxicity, a small molecule will cause the
engineered T cells to die by activating the suicide switch
(NCT02107963).
The CD20 is a well-characterized tumor antigen that is
highly expressed in melanoma cells and mature B cells.
CD20 is a good target for the gene therapies of melanoma
and B-cell lymphoproliferative disorders (Byrd, 2019). A
Phase I trial in Europe will be the ﬁrst trial with CD20 CAR
transduced T cells targeting melanoma.
Preclinical research has also proven a strong antitumor
effect of targeting CD20+ cells (NCT03893019). CD27 and
CD70 receptors are both important regulators of T-cell
function (Bak et al., 2012). In another phase I/II study,
researchers modiﬁed the patient’s white blood cells with
anti-CD70 to treat melanoma (NCT02830724).
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) plays a key
role in regulating blood vessel formation, which has been
widely studied in cancer research. VEGF2 is a perfect
therapeutic target for numerous antitumor treatments due to
its angiogenic effect (Peach et al., 2018). Host antitumor
immune defense is an important antitumor mechanism in
patients, which is related to Tumor-inﬁltrating lymphocytes
(TILs). CD8 + TILs are one representative component in host
immune responses (Chen et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019). A
phase II trial study was conducted to test the effectiveness of
CD8 + TILs combining VEGF2. CD8 + TILs were taken
from the patient with metastatic cancer including melanoma.
Then, CD8 + TILs were cultured in the laboratory and
modiﬁed with genes for the anti VEGF2 receptor, which was
incorporated in a retrovirus (NCT01218867).
The Targets of Gene Therapy
The main targets used in gene therapies for melanoma include
suicide genes, oncogenes, and tumor suppressor genes.
Oncogenes that are usually highly expressed in cancer cells
have the potential to induce tumors. Many oncogenes were
discovered and identiﬁed since the 1970s. Usually,
oncogenes are normal genes called proto-oncogenes, which
control cell proliferation or growth. If proto-oncogenes are
mutated or activated, these genes will block the apoptosis
process of normal cells and induce cellular canceralation.
The expression proteins of oncogenes were used as targets
for many gene therapies (Croce, 2008; Mayr and Bartel, 2009).
Tumor suppressor genes, or antioncogenes, are genes
that usually regulate cell division and replication. Tumor
suppressor genes are usually expressed at low levels in
tumor cells. When an antioncogene is mutated, this will
result in a reduction of its function. The loss of function for
tumor suppressor genes may be even more problematic than
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the activation of oncogenes in the development of different
human cancer cells (Mohankumar et al., 2015).
A suicide gene can cause a cell to kill itself through the
expression of the transgene that will convert prodrugs to
cytotoxic drugs. One advantage of suicide genes is that toxic
drugs produced in one cell can easily enter other nearby
tumor cells that do not receive the transgene, resulting in
the complete elimination of cancer cells (Zhou et al., 2015).
Melanoma is a polygenic disease that is why lots of genes
have been reported as the targets of gene therapies. A
combination of different gene targets has become a
commonly used strategy for melanoma therapy, being more
efﬁcient than one gene target. Safe and stable expression of
exogenous genes efﬁciently in target cells are the core issues
of gene therapy that highly depend on the gene delivery
system. In this review, more speciﬁc targets of gene
therapies for melanoma will be elaborated later together
with gene delivery systems.
Ongogenes
Silencing tumor oncogenes is one effective strategy to target
melanoma in gene therapies. Recently, modulating miRNA
was proven to be effective in melanoma treatment (Fattore
et al., 2017). Several miRNAs were found involved in
melanoma occurring. For example, miR-579-3p is expressed
at a low level when melanoma increases (Fattore et al.,
2017). miR-339-3p is one tumor-suppressive miRNA that
can downregulate MCL-1 expression. miR-339-3p was
shown effective in blocking melanoma invasion and
preventing lung metastasis (Weber et al., 2016).
Suicide genes
The herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (HSVtk) gene is
the most commonly used suicide gene in melanoma
therapies. The combined use of HSVtk and the nucleoside
ganciclovir (GCV) is a common strategy for treating several
cancers. GCV can be converted to GCV-triphosphate, which
is cytotoxic to tumor cells. The expression of catalytic
proteins by HSVtk induces the conversion of GCV as the
ﬁrst step of the phosphorylation reaction (Reghupaty and
Sarkar, 2019). Usually, retroviral vectors containing HSVtk
genes are injected into melanoma tissue for several times.
Then a week later, GCV will be administered for about 2
weeks. There were several reports that the antitumor effects
of HSVtk genes were limited, and melanomas were still
progressing in patients after long-term observation
(Menezes et al., 2018). A phase I study reported about the
insertion of a modiﬁed GCV suicide gene into a person’s
melanoma cells through adenovirus RSV-TK by direct
intralesional injection (NCT00005057). Such treatment
might make cancer more sensitive to the antiviral agent
GCV. However, poor effects are the main reason that
researches about suicide gene therapies are less popular
in recent years.
Tumor suppressor genes
One of the anti-oncogenes commonly used for gene therapies
in melanoma is MDA-7/IL-24, which has low expression
levels in melanoma cells (Pradhan et al., 2019). Numerous
researches have proven the effectiveness of the MDA-7/IL-24
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gene in treating melanoma. MDA-7/IL-24 can induce apoptosis
speciﬁcally in tumor cells, whereas it has no toxic effect on
normal cells (Menezes et al., 2014). MDA-7/IL-24 can cause a
reduction of antiapoptotic proteins such as Bcl-2 and increase
proapoptotic proteins such as Bax. There was one report that
MDA-7 was delivered by a cancer terminator virus (CTV) to
melanoma mice, which initiated a reduction of tumor death
in melanoma mice (Sarkar et al. 2008). An adenovirus
expressing MDA-7/IL-24 gene has been tested in melanoma
patients. The results showed that the adenovirus has a strong
apoptosis effect on melanomas, which was also safe for
patients (Menezes et al., 2014).
Gene Delivery Systems
Gene Delivery Systems are mainly divided into Viral Delivery
and Non-Viral Delivery Systems. Both of the delivery systems
have their own advantages and barriers in clinical practice.
The main progress of the viral and the non-viral vector is
presented in this review.
Viral delivery systems
Vaccinia Virus, Lentivirus, and Adeno-associated Virus are
mostly used as viral vectors. Vaccinia and Adeno Virus are
double-stranded DNA viruses, while Lentivirus belongs to
the group of single-stranded RNA viruses. The
representative clinical data from clinicaltrials.gov using viral
delivery systems are shown in Tab. 2.

Adenovirus
Adenovirus is one of the most frequently used viral vectors in
gene therapy. One advantage of human adenovirus is that it
can infect both dividing and non-dividing cells.
Adenoviruses do not integrate into the host chromosomes.
The adenovirus can bind to the cell membrane and then
enters the cytoplasm by endocytosis. After reaching the
nucleus, the viral DNA will be replicated, and viral proteins

are produced. E1B is one kind of adenovirus protein whose
function is to inactivate the tumor suppressor p53 gene and
promotes the viral replication in cells. Recombinant
adenoviruses are usually engineered without E1B, which
cannot replicate in normal cells at all. The p53 proteins
in normal cells can easily recognize the recombinant
viral DNA and prevent replication of the viral genome. But
the p53 gene is mutated in cancer cells, so the recombinant
viral DNA can replicate and ﬁnally kill the tumor cell
(Dong et al., 2014).
In an attempt to increase the antitumor ability of the
immune system, one study combined activator ligands with
the adenovirus vector designed to express protein hIL-12
(Schurich et al., 2017). Cytokine-NAg fusion proteins belong
to myelin-speciﬁc tolerogens. Fusion proteins containing
GM-CSF and a myelin epitope are highly effective vaccine
tolerogens (Islam et al., 2014). ONCOS-102 is an adenovirus
engineered to express GM-CSF. A phase I trial was studying
the safety and effectiveness of sequential treatment with
ONCOS-102, followed by pembrolizumab in melanoma
patients (NCT03003676).
In the last two decades, the publications of oncolytic
viruses increased by twenty times. More and more evidence
has proven the effectiveness of oncolytic viruses in the
treatment of various cancers, including melanoma (Zou et
al., 2019). Adenovirus and herpes simplex virus (HSV) are
the two most thoroughly studied oncolytic viruses. A phase
IIa research (NCT03190824) will evaluate the efﬁcacy and
immunological response of OBP 301 in patients with stage
III and IV metastatic melanoma. OBP 301 is an adenovirus
that expresses the human telomerase reverse transcriptase
gene (hTERT).
CD40L belongs to the tumor necrosis factor family that is
expressed in a variety of tissues. CD40L plays a major role in
immune response and is a major therapeutic target for
inﬂammation (Antoniades et al., 2009; Takada et al., 2019).
CD40L can bind to the CD40 receptor expressed by

TABLE 2
Representative data from clinicaltrials.gov as of 10.13.2019 showing clinical trials that use viral delivery systems
Study Identiﬁer NCT00005057
(number)

NCT01397708 NCT03003676 NCT03190824 NCT01455259 NCT00429312

Biological Used adenovirus RSV-TK

INXN-2001

ONCOS-102

OBP-301

AdCD40L

JX-594

Study Status

Completed

Completed

Recruiting

Active, not
recruiting

Completed

Completed

Delivery Route

Intralesional injection

Intratumoral
injections

Intratumoral
injection

Intratumoral
injection

Intratumoral
injection

Intratumoral
injection

Clinical Trial
Phase

Phase I

Phase I/II

Phase I

Phase IIa

Phase I/II

Phase I

Country

USA

USA

USA and
Norway

USA

Sweden

USA

Estimated
Enrollment

27

26

24

4

30

10

Research
Institute

Baylor College of Medicine;
Clinical Genetherapy Branch

Ziopharm
Oncology

Targovax Oy

Oncolys
Uppsala
BioPharma Inc University

Jennerex
Biotherapeutics
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dendritic cells (DCs), resulting in the activation of tumor-speciﬁc
T cell responses. A phase I/II trial (NCT01455259) will investigate
the effectiveness of immunostimulatory gene therapy of
adenoviral vector that carrying the human CD40L gene.

Vaccinia virus
Vaccinia virus belongs to the Poxviridae family and has been
widely used in cancer research. JX-594 is one of the commonly
used vaccinia viruses in gene therapies. JX-594 contains
functional genes such as engineered GM-CSF and viral TK.
Cancer cells usually have high cellular TK activity and EGFR
signaling, which will stimulate the viral replication of JX-594.
Thus JX-594 can target tumor cells and has no effect on
normal cells that lack TK and EGFR signaling (Breitbach et al.,
2015; Kim et al., 2018). Melanoma has a high expression of
EGFR, which makes it a suitable target for JX-594. A phase I/
II trial (NCT00429312) have been performed to prove the
effectiveness of JX-594 through intratumoral injection in
patients with metastatic melanoma. The results also showed
that JX-594 can be tolerated by all patients.

Lentivirus
Lentivirus is a single-stranded RNA virus that belongs to the
Retroviridae family. During replication, the single-stranded
RNA will convert into double-stranded DNA and then
integrate into the host cell genome. The transgene of
lentivirus will be expressed stably in host cells. Like adenoassociated viruses, lentiviruses can infect both dividing and
non-dividing cells, which is an advantage for human gene
therapy (Kang et al., 2018). Malignant melanoma has a high
expression of gp100, which is a potential target for
melanoma treatment (Bol et al., 2014). An early Phase I
(NCT03649529) studied the effectiveness of modiﬁed
lentivirus that can kill malignant melanoma expressing
gp100 peptides.
Non-viral delivery system
Although more than 90% of researches in clinical trials are
part of Viral Delivery nowadays, non-viral delivery systems
still have some advantages in clinical applications, such as
low toxicity, high targetability, good biocompatibility, long
term stability, low immunogenicity, easy preparation, and
multifunctional modiﬁcation. The low genetic transfection
efﬁciency is considered as the main barrier for non-viral
vectors compared to viral delivery systems that limit its
clinical application. However, the FDA has approved
Alnylam’s Onpattro, the ﬁrst siRNA drug for hereditary
amyloidosis in 2018, which is also the ﬁrst approved nonviral vector on the market. Onpattro used the lipid
nanoparticle (NP) to deliver the therapeutic siRNA directly
to the liver. It is a great encouragement for research on
non-viral delivery systems (Badea, 2017; Rai et al., 2019).
The main advantage of NPs is that NPs can improve the
targeting ability and distribution proﬁle of therapeutic genes.
Targeting moieties can easily be combined with NPs, which
increases their uptake by the tumor cells. Another advantage
of NPs is that building material of the NPs can be designed
to release therapeutic genes at cancer cells by especially
responding to the human internal environment such as pH,
certain enzymes, or oxygen pressure.
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Nanoparticle technologies are well established and
widely used for drug delivery. There are still some barriers
to the application of NPs in gene delivery. One of the most
crucial barriers for non-viral delivery systems is their
effectiveness, which is mainly determined by the gene
transfection efﬁciency of NPs. The particle size, molecular
weight, surface charge, and several other factors can all
affect the transfection efﬁciency of NPs. In order to deliver
therapeutic genes into the cells efﬁciently, there are some
common requirements for NPs. For example, the particle
sizes of NPs are restricted to less than 100 nm, and usually,
cationic polymers are more suitable for gene delivery
because they can easily conjugate with genetic materials
through electrostatic attraction. Representative nanoparticle
delivery systems such as Poly (ethylene glycol), gold
nanoparticle, ZnO nanoparticles, and chitosan are used in
gene therapies for melanoma treatment. Other polymers
such as Poly (lactic-co-glycolide) (PLGA), poly(l-lysine)
(PLL) and poly (ethylenimine) (PEI) are widely used in gene
therapies such as liver cancer but are rarely reported in
melanoma treatment (Cui et al., 2019). The main reason is
related to the melanoma microenvironment in the skin,
which was difﬁcult to reach for these kinds of nanoparticles.

Poly (ethylene glycol)-poly (D, L-lactide)
Phospholysine phosphohistidine inorganic pyrophosphate
phosphatase (LHPP) is a tumor suppressor that could be a
potential target for melanoma treatment. Zhang et al. (2019)
prepared a hybrid monomethoxy poly (ethylene glycol)-poly
(D, L-lactide) NP (iDPP), which was modiﬁed by an iRGD.
Plasmid LHPP was delivered by the iDPP system and was
tested in vitro and in vivo. The results showed that the
iDPP/LHPP nanoparticle system had comparably low
toxicity and signiﬁcantly blocked melanoma growth with
high transfection efﬁciency (Zhang et al., 2019).

Gold nanoparticles
Carnevale and Strouse (2018) prepared a gold NP (AuNP) and
nucleic acids that were bound on the surface of NPs through a
covalent bond. The cell uptake, nucleic acid release, and
protein expression were investigated to evaluate the
effectiveness of AuNP in A375 human melanoma cells. The
results showed that the intracellular rates of DNA release
from the AuNP surface were highly affected by the binding
activity (Carnevale and Strouse, 2018).
Wang et al. (2017) prepared single-guide RNA (sgRNA)
targeting Polo-like kinase-1 (Plk1), using gold nanoclusters
(GNs) in A375 melanoma cells. The GNs were modiﬁed by
the HIV-1-transactivator of transcription peptide. The
results showed that Plk1 protein expression decreased
signiﬁcantly in A375 cells in vitro, and the melanoma
progress was almost blocked on mice (Wang et al., 2017).
Topical delivery of genes by plasmid may be a potential
technology for melanoma gene therapy. But the permeability
barrier of the stratum corneum in the skin is the main
problem that needs to be solved for topical gene treatment.
Niu et al. (2017) prepared gold nanoparticle (AuPT) that
conjugated with one kind of cell-penetrating peptide and
cationic PEI. Both the cell-penetrating peptide and cationic
PEI in the AuPT system can help to deliver the plasmid
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DNA into melanoma cells, which increase intracellular uptake
signiﬁcantly (Niu et al., 2017).

ZnO and MgO nanoparticles
Polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid (poly I:C) is a potential
anticancer RNA. The main problems of its clinical
application are the degradative hydrolytic enzymes (DNase),
which will decrease its effectiveness in vivo. NP delivery
systems are a good strategy to avoid the degradation of poly
I:C by DNase. McCall et al. (2017) investigated the
protective effect of nanoscale ZnO and MgO in serum or
tumor homogenate. The results proved that both ZnO and
MgO NP could protect DNA from DNase degradation
(McCall et al., 2017).

Polysaccharide-based chitosan
Bazylińska and Saczko (2016) prepared one kind of
multifunctional nanocapsules using oppositely charged
polysaccharide-based chitosan (CHIT). Herring testes DNA
and ﬂuorescent marker (IR-780 indocyanine) were loaded in
the nanocapsules. The in vitro results showed that the
nanocapsules are suitable nanocarriers for DNA delivery,
which were effective in melanoma cells (Bazylińska and
Saczko, 2016).

Poly (Lactic acid)
Some synthetic polymers such as PLA are studied widely for
gene therapy because of their biodegradable nature.
Kurosaki et al. (2010) prepared one novel cationic vector to
deliver pDNA using cationic complexes such as PLA and
PLL. In order to increase the effectiveness and safety of gene
therapy, gamma PGA were coated on the surface of the
cationic complexes. The results demonstrated that the gene
expression of the cationic vector was high in melanoma
B16-F10 cells (Kurosaki et al., 2010).

Lipoplexes
Mohammed-Saeid et al. (2018) developed a novel gemini
surfactant lipoplex system. The gemini surfactant contains
phosphate and nitrogen. In an attempt to ensure the
effectiveness and safety, a cancer-targeting peptide p18-4 was
modiﬁed with the lipoplexes. The p18-4 in the lipoplexes
system demonstrated high efﬁciency in human malignant
melanoma (A375) cells (Mohammed-Saeid et al., 2018).
Conclusion
Gene therapies for melanoma were deeply studied in the past
three decades, and most research proved that gene therapies
have positive results in vivo and in vitro. However, gene
therapy technologies for melanoma that have reached
clinical trials are limited. There are still several problems
that need to be solved in gene therapies for melanoma. One
common concern is the uncontrollable gene activation and
inactivation caused by the integration of delivery vectors
with the host genome. Gene safety problems would be
screened for long term observations, using large scale
clinical trials. High immunogenicity is still the main
problem for viral vectors, just as low genetic transfection
efﬁciency for non-viral vectors. Tabs. 1 and 2 reveal that
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more than 80% of clinical trials are conducted in the US for
melanoma treatment. The USA provides a major
contribution to basic melanoma research and clinical trials.
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